2019 TOURING CALENDAR

4x4 TAG-ALONG ADVENTURES

EXPEDITIONS 2019

VICTORIAN HIGH COUNTRY

JAN 06 - JAN 15, 2019
NOV 15 - NOV 23 2019
DEC 06 - DEC 13, 2019

ALL TOURS DEPART FROM MANSFIELD
ALL TOURS ARRIVE AT CORRYONG

Explore the Victorian High Country and Australia’s Great Dividing Range. The High Country is one of Victoria’s most precious jewels, offering rugged mountains, magnificent 4WDing and quaint country towns. There are picturesque journeys, powerful rivers and a rich history kept alive by cattlemen’s huts and ruins. With tracks ranging through from easy to very difficult the VHC is a challenging and rewarding experience.

SNOWY MOUNTAINS ADVENTURE

FEB 13 - FEB 20, 2019
APR 2 - APR 9, 2019
NOV 7 - NOV 14, 2019

ALL TOURS DEPART CANBERRA
ALL TOURS ARRIVE JINDABYNE

Explore the Snowy Mountains and Australia’s Great Dividing Range. The Alpine and Snowy Mountains country is one of Australia’s most amazing locales, offering rugged mountains, magnificent 4WDing and cosy country towns. There are picturesque journeys, powerful rivers and a rich history kept alive by cattlemen’s huts and ruins. With tracks ranging through from easy to very difficult this journey is a challenging and rewarding experience. Throw in a rod, toss in your hiking boots, pack your tent and get on board for an adventurous exploration through Australia’s alpine wilderness. Snowy Mountains adventure is a tri-state mountain adventure departing from Cotter River on the outskirts of Canberra and finishing in Jindabyne.
The Simpson Desert Expedition (East) is 14 days crossing one of the largest and most outstanding parallel sand dune deserts in the world. This 4WD desert tag along is a challenging and unique way to traverse the Simpson (Muna thiri).

EXPEDITION SAND & STONE
CANCELLLED

Waypoint Expeditions will be leading the WW2 Grady Gaston Survival Expedition for National Geographic in 2019. This means that Expedition Sand & Stone has been taken off the 2019 Calendar but is till available in 2020 & 2021.

The Simpson Desert Expedition (West) is 14 days crossing one of the largest and most outstanding parallel sand dune deserts in the world. This 4WD desert tag along is a challenging and unique way to traverse the Simpson (Muna thiri).

The Madigan Line Expedition (East) is 13-days crossing a visceral landscape of endless dunes rising and falling in a sea of brilliant red sand, flora and fauna unique to the north Simpson Desert (Muna warliri) and a history where the desert always has the last word.

This special 4x4 expedition across the Simpson Desert negotiates tracks less travelled, shot lines and more often than not, no tracks at all. This off track expedition intersects dune and swale in adventurous 4x4 cross country traverse of a desert environment rarely seen. The 2019 edition explores Geosurveys Hill, the Geo-Centre and the Kilpatha crossing. It is an expedition for adventurous 4WD drivers only and those willing to pit their skills and vehicle against Australia's arid heart.